
00:00:00 Welcome to the hair of the dog podcast today is certainly going to be a fun one. 
I have two of my besties that, well, we don't really get to introductions because we're also 
excited to be chatting about things. But my guest today on the podcast are the two amazing 
humans that I teach the Barka workshop series with. I have Kaylee Greer from dog breath,

00:00:23 photography and Charlotte Reeves from Charlotte Reeves photography and 
unleashed education back on the podcast. And we are sharing all things, memories and goals 
and future outlooks, just really all things bark up. So come along with us as we relive the past 
and look forward to the future and laugh a lot. I apologize for all the laughter you're going to 
hear hopefully it's infectious and it brings a smile to your face to stay tuned.

00:00:55 Welcome to the hair of the dog podcast. If you're a pet photographer, ready to 
make more money and start living a life by your design, you've come to the right place. And 
now your host, pet photographer, travel addict, chocolate martini connoisseur, Nicole Begley. 
Hey everybody. Welcome back to the hair of the dog podcast. I'm here with two of my besties.

00:01:20 I know who it is.<inaudible> I'm so excited. Okay. All right. I'll shut up. Now. You 
go, Oh, we also have Charlotte, Charlotte, go ahead and say hello. Hi everybody. If you haven't 
figured out the voices from previous episodes, we've got Kaylee Greer from dog breath, 
Charlotte Reeves from Charlie's photography and Unleashed Education.

00:01:48 Welcome ladies. Hello. I'm so excited, Nicole. That'd be here on the world. 
Famous hair or the dog podcasts. Crazy town. Crazy town. So yeah. So you guys, wow. I mean, 
where do we even start? We created something like pretty ridiculously special way back taking 
you back in the time machine 2016 April show up at a Barcelona airport.

00:02:15 Never met you guys before Kaylee. You were pretty easy to spot Charlotte. 
Charlotte. Charlotte, it's gotta be Charlotte. Okay. Alright. And yeah, the magic was born. It was 
so magical. It was the wildest wildest idea that you had. You said like, how about you meet me 
overseas? Let's go somewhere magical and exotic and special and totally out of this world.

00:02:40 And let's go talk about Dog photography. And I was like, I'm in, are you serious? 
I'm in. So that was God, 2016. That's why my knees are cracking now today, every day that goes 
by him, aging and age between my joints is getting really shitty. Soft. Are you going to have to 
believe me? Sorry. That's all right.

00:03:03 It's all good. It's all good. I actually woke up with my first sleeping injury two 
days ago and I can't turn my neck to the right all the way to my Shoulder. Oh, that's the worst. I 
do that all the time. Actually. Magnesium. I heard this take magnesium. Apparently it helps like 
your, your muscles kind of like chill out a little bit and I take it all the time because it's,

00:03:28 You can use it as a gel as well. You can get it as a, as a lotion and rub that tip for 
magnesium. I'm forgetting super old. Yep. Everything's cracking Nicole. I do that all the time. 
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And also by the way, disclaimer, we are not medical doctors. This is not medical illness. How do 
we get here on a dog photography?

00:03:51 We're only two minutes Kaylee. Oh, all right. So what we're actually here to talk 
about today is back to that magical time back in Barcelona, we're going to do like a Barka recap 
because we were chatting and we just realized that man, it has been so long since we started 
this and there was such a ridiculously long three-year break in between. I think a lot of people 
don't even know of this magical thing called a Barka

00:04:26 I think so. Do you know what? I just want to, I just want to back up and give a lit 
little, tiny bit of history because this was a little point of pride here for me and my mother 
specifically, when I was talking to my mom back in, I guess it would have been what, like late 
2015, we're Planning this thing.

00:04:45 We're going to do this most magical epic thing. That's like, so going to be so 
special and we're going to travel halfway across the world and teach a dog, an unprecedented, 
teach dog photography and you know, kind of just gather in a really incredible spot and all this, 
whatever. So I'm talking to my mom and I'm like, mom, this is the idea we're going to do this 
workshop.

00:05:05 It's going to be amazing. It's going to be in Spain. It's going to be right outside of 
Barcelona. Like, what do you think we have to name it something, but we're totally stuck. We're 
stuck on, you know, w we just have no clue what to call it. And I'm throwing out all these 
different ideas that I think are quite like classy and fun and interesting.

00:05:21 And she's like, you're going to be outside and wait. And I'm like inside a 
Barcelona. And I was like, but like, without a beat, she goes, of course, it's going to 
be<inaudible> genius. I knew I came from genius jeans. Larry's Kaylee. She comes out with the 
coolest stuff. Totally wild. And yeah, she's,

00:05:48 she's something she's special. She's a smart that's for sure. But I, I bring the idea 
to Nicole and Charlotte and I'm kind of jokingly presenting it. Okay. What do you guys think it's 
going to be in Barcelona? So Barkelona and I laugh at it and go there. Yeah, definitely not. And 
we were both like, oh my God,

00:06:12 it's brilliant. Let's use it. And I'm like, no, no, no, no. But I'm actually kind of 
kidding because how are we ever going to do these in different places, all over the world into a 
corner with the bar? I don't even think we thought of that yet. At that point, I don't think we 
were even thinking that there was going to be a whole series.

00:06:31 We're like, oh, let's just do this and see how this goes. It was when we were up 
to naming the next one that we're like, oh my gosh, we have to stick with the Barka thing to find 
a name. And the next two are fairly easy. And then we started getting really hard. Cause we 
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went to Costa Rica at Barka Rica.

00:06:47 Okay. Yeah. France. We did bark shore. I'm like, okay, that works. Now we went 
to New Zealand. That was tricky. It was, and we were like, we could do park Zealand, but it was 
so long. It was like, yeah, I'm fairly light on the shirt. And also like, you can't really do like bark 
land for that because there's so many lands,

00:07:10 you know, there's like Ireland, Scotland, Iceland. It could be any land. So you 
have to like be specific. So we came up with the, the absolutely unique and genius barks 
Zealand. Right. Which then was only out done by trying to figure out what the heck to name 
Scotland. I think that was the hardest one. That was definitely the trickiest one.

00:07:31 Yeah. Yeah. I know. I know. Shout out to Christy trick. Who's one of our 
students is still pushing for bark and saw. So maybe we'll come visit her one day for domestic 
Arkansas. And don't hold your breath, Christie. Sorry. But there's so many good names. Like I'm 
like, oh, we gotta go to like Southern Germany in October for bark,

00:07:52 Tober Fest, marquee. And now we have to go to places that just work for the 
bark name. We can't even, you know, like specific places anymore. It's like, oh, it doesn't fit with 
Barca something. Then we're out. It's out. It's a cloud. Kicked it out. So anyway, cut it to my 
mom's for the name.

00:08:13 Hey, shout out Lori. So good. Oh my gosh. There's there's going to be a lot of 
laughter at this one. Hope you guys don't mind listening to our laugh. Laugh. Laugh is laughs. 
That's the word anyway. So yeah, so I thought we'd start off and just doing like a recap of some 
of our favorite memories from the different ones.

00:08:33 So I'll start. Well, we should, yeah. We'll start still with Barcelona. The very first 
one, April, 2016. I had never met either of you guys in real life before Nicole. It was all just 
online friends. Kayla and I that Yes. I knew Charlotte. I already know because we Met up 2013. 
Oh my God. I was at least 15 pounds lighter.

00:09:05 Unbelievable. Wow. To take, take me back because I was 15 pounds lighter and 
my knees weren't cracking Quite Yet. But yeah, we met in the Poconos in 2013, we had like pet 
photographers meetup. And there was like, so few people in the industry at that time, there 
was like a small handful of people. And like most of us were there at that thing in the Poconos,

00:09:29 which was so cool. So that was neat. And I met Charlotte there and I knew right 
away that like, I would love to, you know, work with you and teach with you. And I knew we 
totally clicked. And yeah. So I, so when Nicole approached me only a few years after that, I, I 
was like, we got to get Charlotte Reeves on board here.

00:09:46 So then the dream team was born Charlotte in person. But Nicole, I hadn't 
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never even seen your face. No, that's not true. That's true. I'm sure I stocked you. I'm sure I 
stocked you on your website. So I knew we had all these planning calls and everything. And then 
when I met you in the airport, it was just so wild.

00:10:10 I was like picking up my rental car and like speaking very poor Spanish at the, at 
the little counter. And I remember seeing you out of the corner of my eye and I was like, oh my 
God, here we go. Like this kicked off. I didn't have zoomed a plan back then. I don't know that 
we use zoom even back then historic time.

00:10:28 It Was Scott. Maybe Skype. Yeah. Maybe I must say face I'm sure. Barcelona. So 
that was the first time. I mean, I don't know, Nicole, that's one of the first times in my life that I 
truly realized that anything is possible. I mean, when we walked into that house, like we drove 
up to this little village,

00:10:55 right. More like all on our little separate rental cars Peeking in the door. We're 
like, is this it? Do you think? I don't know. Oh, all the way looking at you. Yeah. That's it. I saw 
the picture. I've never seen anything like this before in my entire life like this, you know, this kid 
from this like,

00:11:10 you know, low, like lower middle-class, like sorta lifestyle. Just, I dunno, not 
realizing that this sort of thing and this like kind of way of life in terms of like the woman who 
owned this home and was renting it out, who we got to meet, she was great at like, seeing that 
this could, this is the way that like other people live or can live if they,

00:11:29 you know, if, if things line up, right. I guess when you come from extreme 
generational wealth, maybe that, but it was so wild though. I, I swear. I think I, if I recall, like I 
walked into that house and I burst into tears, like I cried because it was, it was Definitely crying. 
Yeah.

00:11:46 I think that's pretty par for the course with me though. I looked around and I 
thought, my God, like, if it wasn't for not to blow smoke, I'm really not. This is, this is true. I 
think Nicole, you have a very particular way of looking at the world. That's really inspired me 
and opened up my belief for really what's,

00:12:07 what's possible not only flight just for me, but for anyone. Like, if you believe, if 
you believe and you work really hard. Cause I, here I am standing in this, you know, I don't know 
what is it like a 14th century Villa? Yeah. I mean, it used to be like a whole entire village. It used 
to be the old village wall was the walls of the house.

00:12:25 Now Was there was like a, there was like the old sign, like in the stone for the 
like apothecary one of the walls. And I'm looking around like, I can't believe I'm standing here 
and I'm, you know, I get to teach dog photography here. I get to hang out with like all these 
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Catalan dogs and this is what we're doing for the next two weeks.

00:12:45 And it was just mind blowing. And then there was at the time, what 18 
bedrooms or something like 16, 18 bedrooms. Yeah. 16, I think. Cause there's 21 now and they 
added five. Oh my good God. And then, you know, there's this pool overlooking a vineyard. It 
was just totally unreal. I mean, just to me,

00:13:02 it was like I had to like pinch myself, legitimately pinch myself to make sure that 
that was all really happening. That was the start of, and I don't mean to sound like it's super 
cheese, even though I am a cheese at heart, a cheese ball, but it was really the start of 
something incredibly special and like completely magical and a totally new chapter in my life 
and in my career.

00:13:22 So thank you for that. For being, I think we also helped to launch a bunch of 
careers at that very first Barker learner as well. There was definitely some people who came, 
who were right on the cusp of actually kind of making it as a pet photographer. And I think after 
attending Barcelona learner, I can think of three or four who went away and actually launched 
their businesses properly after that.

00:13:46 And it's still going today. Yup. And our full time they, they ended up going full 
time. Not that long after that. Yeah. That's true. There is some definitely some like legendary 
names in that original crew that are totally, you said still going still stealing assessable. Yeah. 
That's wild. That's so weird and wild to think. I mean,

00:14:04 honestly, if we had any small part in any of that, that is like just so wild and I'm 
so grateful. I'm just grateful what a ride it's been. It's been so fantastic. Yeah. Just thinking back 
to that one, like some of the favorite, well, I mean, okay. I can't get over that. Oh no, that's a lie.

00:14:25 I was going to say that might be one of my favorite places for location, for 
shooting, but then I thought, no France, no New Zealand, Costa Rica. That's a line. They've all 
been my favorite. But yeah. I mean that one was like the stone walls and the muted Browns and 
greens And the cobblestone streets of the little feeling God by that was really cool.

00:14:46 Absolutely. And yeah, of course like the main, my main favorite part of Eddie 
Barca is the chef. So we had Connie and We have to recap all the chefs as well, Connie and 
Connie. So Connie was our chef of Barcelona and I believe she's going to be our chef in 
Barcelona in October and her, she was from the UK and I think she was dating a Spaniard and 
should we gave her an extra shirt,

00:15:19 said Barcelona and she wore it home or took it home. And he's like, they spelled 
Barcelona or Barcelona, Barcelona like a dog bark. Like, but that's not, it did not compute well 
for translation. If it upsets the locals that were like bastardizing, you know what I mean? Like 
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they're shouting, We won't tell them. That's crazy. Right.

00:15:50 One of my other favorite memories though is the house is in this teeny tiny 
little village, which is like 35 minutes, south of actual main city bar Barcelona. I want to say 
Barcelona Barcelona, but like 10 minutes from the little seaside village of stitches, which is, oh 
my God. It's like, I love that little village right on the ocean with amazing architecture and such 
great restaurants.

00:16:14 And we shot there one night and oh Yeah, that was my first ever taste of like a 
European city with like European charm because I had never left the country before Barcelona 
before the 2016 bar. Well, no, that's not true. I guess I had been to, I had been to Australia To 
Charlotte in 20. Was that 2014? 2014. Yeah.

00:16:38 Yeah. That's right. And it was, we were teaching a workshop out there, but 
That's not Europe. He's definitely not. No, that's Not for sure. So yeah. So yeah, that was sorry, 
my first European ever adventure. And so that was my first taste of that like extreme like 
storybook charm, you know what I mean? Like every little tiny cobblestone,

00:16:55 winding alleyways and something like straight out of a Disney movie for me, like 
what I envisioned, you know, Spain would look like what I envisioned like little bespoke, like 
European towns would look like. And so it was completely magical for me straight out of a 
fairytale. And I was like, totally freaking out. I was looking at this, this door,

00:17:16 All the doors, the doors were amazing in that place. I think that's what I liked 
best about that little place is the doors, these big epic, like studded iron doors, like, you know, 
it's three times the height of a person In the town and in the house, I mean everywhere. Yeah. 
And we put lots of dogs in front of those doors.<inaudible> yeah.

00:17:42 That's it had that like green clot tooth bathtub and the master bath. It was 
amazing. That was The room. So Sam and I had that room, we were staying in it and it was like 
our bathroom for the time where we were sitting in it. This is now we're moving back to the 
house. This is not in stitches. This isn't,

00:17:59 you know, in the, in the Barca house. And we had this amazing yeah. Like 
clawfoot tub that like over like the doors would open and it overlooks the, so you could like 
open the doors for like this fresh air bath. It was so unbelievable. And, and we put a bulldog in 
it. The first thing we said was, oh my God,

00:18:19 Like we had all the attendees come in to our, through our bedroom and into 
our bathroom. And there's like, you know, like my hair straighteners, like hanging out over 
there, a box of tampons over there.<inaudible> Nothing Professional about this, but my 
daughter was such a joy. And the pool party, you remember the doggy pool party we had there.
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00:18:40 That was awesome. Some rain, it was like an unscheduled little rain event. 
Yeah. And then had all the dogs, Caymans jumping into the pool and we're all lined up next to 
the pool, watching the dogs jump in and photograph the mountains. Great. That's before we 
like really got our baptism by fire and Scotland shooting in the rain. Oh yeah.

00:18:59 That was, that was proper. That was proper like inclement weather. It wasn't 
good. I will say though, some amazing images did come out of that day. Like challenges in, in 
Scotland that day raining and Glencoe and it wasn't just rain. It was sideways rain. It was like 
Borderline Hale. It was rain into, and the direction that we're photographing in to get the best 
view was where the rain was coming from.

00:19:28 So yes. Adding to like the ends of our camera lenses and oh my gosh. That was 
crazy. But I love the images from that day. This so atmospheric. Yeah. Yeah. Totally agree to talk 
about a mood that was so moody and just delicious. So yes, it was very cold though, to be fair, 
but it was totally worth it because yeah.

00:19:51 Those photos are kind of like off the charts. And now we're talking about 
Scotland. So Proper opposite weather of Skyland. And that was Costa Rica where the light was 
somehow like sunny all the time. But somehow like the evening, like the evening gorgeous 
Softlight lasted forever because it was like hazy or I think it was hazy. Yeah. It was hazing. It was 
kind of diffusing the light,

00:20:19 especially down on the beach, down on the beach and late afternoon was just a 
light down. There was incredible. Yeah. That's right. And lost the monkey Monkey potty on the 
roof. Yeah. Monkey party on the roof of the house. I had the bedroom, one of the bedrooms 
that was on the top floor because that house was like five floors.

00:20:42 It was almost like A hillside, I guess. Yeah. They weren't always connected. You 
had to go outside. So like the, there was the top layer then outside, there were like two more 
on the roof roof. And then you go down a level and it's like, they all had exterior entrances built 
into this. I know that was wild.

00:20:58 Huh? I would love to go back there someday. My gosh. But yeah, I was in one of 
the rooms, like on the tippity top. So the only thing above me was like the rooftop deck. And 
one morning at like five o'clock. I said between the weeks. Cause nobody else was there. Cause 
it was just us. Cause yeah.

00:21:12 And you guys were too like low in the to hear it, but I'm famously not a morning 
person. They woke me up at like five o'clock in the morning and I'm like, we're being robbed at 
gunpoint. We're being grabbed. Cause there was like,<inaudible> like a violent sounding like 
gang on the roof. And they were like running around and like convinced there's break,

00:21:38 convinced they're breaking and entering definitely breaking glasses. I heard 
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glasses, shattering chairs, tipping over I'm like, holy crap. I'm like<inaudible> so he wasn't, he 
wasn't moving. So I was like, forget it. I'm going up. Like I'm ready. I've got a stick to take with 
me. It's like whoever it was, I was going to be a hero and save Barker Rica.

00:21:59 And then I get up to the top and I peek over the edge and it's like a group of 
monkeys, like a band of monkeys. There's probably like 16 monkeys. And they were all like 
shapes and sizes. And there was babies and moms, cause it was like meeting season or baby 
season or whatever. And there was one, remember the, it was like he was sitting on the there's 
like a big day bed.

00:22:23 He's just sitting on the day bed, doing a very inappropriate money things to 
himself, For everyone to see everywhere that we're just throwing stuff all over the place, the 
chairs, what luck on this side, They were like throwing glasses across the rooftop and 
everything. And all the babies are riding on the mama's backs and they're like big eyes would 
look over the mom's back and be like,

00:22:50 what of it? You know what I mean? And so I like throw my stick away and I run 
down and instead I get my 70 to 200 on my cameras. Take me to the madness and I'm like 
freaking out. I'm just the most excited I've ever been. It was such a joy. It was a pure joy. That 
was something I've never experienced before or since.

00:23:13 Yeah. We had a lot of wildlife photography breaks during that. And I was like, 
there's this loss outside stuff. Grab your camera. Oh no. There's war on monkeys. Right? Didn't 
we have, We had, we saw all the things. So we saw Scarlet McCall flew by a slot, was in the 
yard. We had Howler monkeys the one day.

00:23:30 There's how the monkeys, my gosh, in the middle of the night, the first night 
that I arrived and I had done, like, I was massively tired because I just done three flights 
together For like three days. And I was woken in the middle of the night, but the sound of the 
monkeys, I had no idea what was going on.

00:23:48 No idea. I didn't know where I was at. I didn't know what I was hearing. It was 
insane. Like otherworldly and then noises. Yeah. That's true. That's so wild. So fun. Yeah. We 
had some breaks from classroom time because the moms were going across like the roof of the 
house with the babies. So we're like the babies are out,

00:24:07 you know? So we kept breaking for that too. So spectacular. And then there 
was some showers were like open air. Do you remember? There was, Oh Yeah. I didn't realize 
there were scorpions there until probably halfway through. And the bedroom that I had that 
bedroom itself had a door and it's air conditioned, but the bathroom, the shower would just 
was open and,

00:24:30 and I just would like get up. Cause you know, I'm in my forties now I just get up 
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and have to pee in the middle of the night. And I would just like barefoot, dark walk in there, do 
my thing, go back. And then I was like, oh squirrel, oh, I should turn on a light. He is probably a 
bad,<inaudible> Be an adventure.

00:24:57 Oh man. Oh, I actually one thing. My favorite piece from a Barker Rica, actually 
both, both of those we had from Barcelona. The first time we saved two dogs because I took 
two galagos home, escorted them home to our local Greyhound rescue and Pittsburgh. And 
then like my best friend rescued both of them. So I still get to see them all the time,

00:25:20 which is like so happy. And then one of our students for Barker Rica, we had 
worked for dog models. We usually find someone local and have hired them to help us vantage 
dog models. And we worked with a local rescue that was run by us ex-pats and was it just, we 
two, we shot like basically at their little shelter or like right down the road from it and this 
magical little river area and yeah,

00:25:50 one of our students fell in love with one of the dogs and it's like, how do I take 
this dog home and flew home Out to Christine, totally rescued a dog from Costa Rica. It was 
that, that was so an and remember cocoa, the dog got to stay with us for like a night or two in 
the house everyone's freaking out. Right.

00:26:17 Oh man. That was awesome. Oh yeah. Shoot. Even at the beach, I think it's just, 
oh, we'll go down in history is like one of my favorite shoots ever. You guys remember that one 
dog we had at, I think it was week two and it was<inaudible> it was Romeo, but his owner 
would call them like Romae for short.

00:26:38 And he was just constantly flipping, flipping Bouncy dog. Yes. He was Backflips 
like three feet in the air. Yes. And Craig from photography has a photo of him like upside down 
in his portfolio. And I have a photo of that dog, like mostly upside down in my portfolio, as well 
As a photo. That's all upside down<inaudible> The dog was incredibly just kept flipping and 
flipping and flipping.

00:27:04 It was like, what a riot. It's crazy. I've not experienced that sense. I've not had a 
flipping Dog. And another, another dog that I really liked working with was, and that's actually 
probably the, my favorite shooting location too, was the aqueduct in France. That Was such an 
epic location. You know, this 2000 year old Roman aqueduct.

00:27:23 And we got access to be able to shoot like where it went over the river and sort 
of all around it and shooting with it in the background and the dog there. I don't know if you 
guys remember, I can't remember what her French name was, but her translated English. Yes. 
Lady meatball. That's the one I didn't get to photograph her because I think you're,

00:27:44 I don't know your group's had or something, but I saw her from a far lady. Me 
ball was righteous. She was, she was such a lady. She was Sophia. She was a French bulldog, 
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right? Yeah. Yep, yep. And she was such a great model and she just worked at, she worked at 
for everybody that photographed her.

00:28:03 So everyone that shot her ended up with some really epic photos with the 
aqueduct in the background. Of course. So, yeah, that was great.<inaudible> and France, I think 
might've got I say this every time, but the Aqua dock in like the vineyard Village. Ah, That is, 
what's so magical that all The puppies. Yeah. It was a lack of puppies.

00:28:28 Yeah. Awesome. For you at Jack Russell terrier, Jack Russell terrier, Gorgeous 
Australian shepherd. For me, that was a year there. It was really was really cool. And the 
cobblestone streets and just, oh, it was just picture perfect. That little town. Oh my God. We got 
it at the right time for that magical house because right after they was for sale,

00:28:53 when we were there, It was like on the market. Yeah. And I think it was only like 
I say only, but it's like, what's it only like 5 million euros or something. Wasn't that crazy 
expensive for how incredible it was. Cause it was right. You know, I guess not in the main city, 
which is always surprising to me how affordable,

00:29:12 like outside main cities are in Europe. It's like, oh, I want to live in this amazing 
little village. But yeah. Then they raised it to like $70,000 a week. I'm like, oh<inaudible> And 
you said that house, but it wasn't a house. It was a shutter. It was just, it was epic. It was 
borderline costs.

00:29:33 Francis castle. It was legit like 13th century. Some parts of it had the original 
wall paintings from the 13th century, The event space. There was also had the, well in the 
basement. I told you some ring. Yes. She was going to come out and get us at night. I told You 
also. Yes. Oh, You remember like a part of the house was,

00:30:00 I don't know, like an add on and it was super modern and there was all these 
glass floors. Yeah. The staircase and all the landings were glass. So you could walk up the stairs 
and look down at people coming up the stairs underneath you. It wild. It was really great. She 
took it Another a, you took A double way.

00:30:19 Yeah, exactly. I know. We'll just do a shout out to the chef we had at park shore 
in France. Wow. Theo was amazing. Got an unbelievable and awesome. Easy on the eyes. Yeah. 
I think there are a few crushes had while we were there. So if you want to look him up Theo 
Michaels, he has a new cookbook that just came out,

00:30:45 I guess, during COVID it's in my kitchen. Good enough. I did. I'm not a good 
enough chef to actually cook anything in it, but it looks really pretty and it makes me happy. 
Yeah. That was, he was remarkable. I mean, like I said, not only in looks quite the chef as well. 
So he was on celebrity master chef.
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00:31:04 Wasn't he? Yeah. Right. One of the UK, he was like a celebrity chef in the UK. 
Yeah. He came with the house. That's Right. Yeah. Weirdly, weirdly he had a British accent. 
Right. Even though he was in France, but I think, Well, he lived in the UK. He flew down to cater 
for us.

00:31:22 And so did I think whoever managed the house all lived in the UK. Cause 
remember we had yeah. Yeah. Anthony company that ran, it was a UK based company or 
something. Yeah. Yeah. Oh my gosh. Yeah. The Team was UK folks, which I'm friends with. All of 
them on Facebook. I love it. I love keeping up with them even it's it's wild.

00:31:43 I have this collection of like friends from all over the world now. It's really 
amazing. Like every time I, you know, like pop over there and log in, I see all these different 
completely random people. Like I'm friends with the chefs from Costa Rica, Up with them and 
they were a riot and I T I really brushed up on my Spanish with them.

00:32:04 They really talked me through, they were giving me life, Spanish lessons every 
day. And I did, I, I left there with quite the repertoire. Oh yeah. And fun fact. Cause we asked 
them because at that one we had, you know, Australian accent, UK slash New Zealand accent. 
We had German accents. We had all over the U S Canadian.

00:32:25 Like we had every single dialect of English possibly spoken on the planet and we 
asked him like, do we sound different to you? He was like, Nope. Nope. That's crazy. I can't get 
over that. Oh, all right. No, until this recent trip for me to the UK where we just, where for 
Scotland teaching Joplin, I had a hard time to say for in between different types of like British 
accents.

00:32:55 But now, now that I've really traveled like thoroughly through the whole UK. 
Not all of it. I didn't get super far south, but I got like to the Cotswolds and I, at least I got to 
that far and I can actually kind of tell now where like what regions, what? And so I'm pretty 
proud of myself for that. I am proud of you.

00:33:14 I'm sure anybody listening to this from England is cracking up at me because I 
can imagine that to them, their accents are as different as like my Boston area versus like, you 
know, like Georgia For Me in the U S there's so many different, like heavy, heavy accents that I 
feel like it would be crazy not to be able to notice them,

00:33:34 but I bet you, you know, like your average international person that came over 
might not immediately be able to tell between a Southern accent and like a new England 
accent. Do you think We hear a lot of American accent, sir, on TV? You guys oldest For like 
Marcos, cause those English as a second language. So like when I hear,

00:34:00 you know, I can speak barely any Italian, barely any Spanish, like you're just 
listening for words, you know, where you're not listening to dialects at that point. You're just 
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like, I'm just trying to understand. All right. All right. Now that we're done with our language 
lesson, our linguistics history. Oh Yeah. One last one last park of memory dimension.

00:34:26 It is probably my favorite moment at that's like ever happened at a Barca. And 
that was, I don't know. I'm sure you guys remember in France. It was one of our last nights with, 
I don't know, week one. I want to say we went to this little<inaudible> yeah. Okay. So 
remember we went to Week, one was devil sock and week two was Fair.

00:34:52 So the double sock was a good memory too. And we'll get there. But for week 
two, we went to this little, we didn't know, it just booked dinner at a little place in this T like the 
city that was closest. It was yes. Right. That was the closest to us. And we like happened upon 
the most like unbelievable band.

00:35:11 There was a live band there and they were this like jazz band. They were like 
this new Orleans, like proper new Orleans, like jazz band, like randomly in like rural France. And 
the music was so amazing that all of us like kicked off our shoes. Like we all had like no shoes on 
for some reason. And we're all dancing at like almost everybody got up and we're just all 
dancing.

00:35:34 And then all, you know, some of the locals were all dancing with us and we're 
just like grabbing random people's hands and getting them up from the tables and we're all 
dancing together. And like, I will never forget that night because the food was amazing. And 
then like just the dancing and the live band. And then I remember Sam, my fiance's a portrait 
photographer and he thought the guys in the band were so cool.

00:35:55 And they were, they were really like characteristic. They had these like 
awesome looks to them, you know? And so he like pulled us, pulled them aside and asked if he 
could take their portraits. And so he pulled them out like one by one into the little cobblestone 
alleyway into their portraits with like one light and his like medium format camera. And those 
portraits are some of my favorites that he's taken.

00:36:15 They're so beautiful. They're so special. And it was just like, what a night to 
remember. That was one of the most special memories from a Barca for me, for sure. And I love 
looking back on those portraits that Sam took too, because it just takes me right back. Yeah, 
yeah. Yeah. The week before dinner was equally awesome,

00:36:32 but just more located. It was that, yeah, it was in that, that gorgeous outdoor 
courtyard with the lights and all sorts of cheese plates, including the devil sock, which was the 
stinkiest cheese ever created. I will try, I will try any teas, any cheese known to man that's been 
made for me to eat. I will eat. Even if it wouldn't phase me to eat,

00:36:56 I'll probably still, Once you see what the amazing race they had to eat maggot 
cheese. Oh, oh. Like with actual life maggots crawling through it. Can you draw the line there, 
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Kaylee? You know what I reckon I would, I think I would. Oh my God. That's so funny. That's so 
gross. Good. Tell me what the cash prizes and I'll reconsider A million dollars Yeah,

00:37:27 But no, this cheese came out under a Charlotte mentioned it came out like 
under a glass case. Cause it couldn't be like revealed into the air Until We were outside. Like 
we're all sitting on that tiny room. And then they, they were like anybody for the devil sock, you 
know? And you're like, oh yeah, like I'll do it.

00:37:47 No, like no big deal. Right. And then they take the top off and all of us like, like 
we were like little plants, happy flowers that were growing. And then suddenly we all wilted and 
died. It was like the green smoke Coming off the cheese at Baylor. You know what I mean? Like 
when it was like solid, It was so disgusting and we did have someone eat it.

00:38:11 I actually didn't eat that cheese, but I want to say Carl, it was that Carl Thomas, 
maybe He ate it. So that was wild. That was a special kind of French cheese that I will never 
forget. I love it. One last food thing. Okay. I remember this in Spain. Listen, Nicole, you know 
that brevity is not my strong suit.

00:38:36 I also know I literally was recording a podcast episode today or a call. I was 
doing a call and I'm like every single time on a call or a podcast that comes back to food, I'm 
like, I should start a food blog or something because There is No fruit allowed food blog. I Know 
That you are a crazy banana sandwich for that, But oh no banana.

00:38:57 Well, No banana. That's true. So we went out to this like really nice place in 
Spain. It was just the, I want to say it was just like the four of us. It was just you, me Charlotte. 
And it was like right before the workshop started, whatever. But it was like fancy and we kind of 
like dress nice for it and everything.

00:39:13 And then you got this like chocolate, Oh<inaudible> You got some sort of a 
chocolate like cake thing. And, and you ate the whole thing quick quiz. Then you looked around 
because It was so fancy Because anyone looking and no one's looking at you, so you lift the 
whole Entire plate to your face And you lick it completely clean, completely clean.

00:39:45 It was that good. The best things I've ever eaten in my entire life. And Then 
Charlotte followed suit because she had, She just said that she set the precedent for it. So I 
thought, why not? It was good. She got a social permission from Nicole act a fool, Just leading 
the way guys. I'm pretty sure. I'm pretty sure though.

00:40:07 We were in a booth, like it wasn't out. And there was nobody back there by us. 
We were in the back of the restaurant. I Think we're in the middle of it. I don't even remotely 
have to qualify it. It is all my kind of people are the kind of people who like the plate. I love it. All 
right.
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00:40:26 One other food memory from France. Did you guys try the salted Cod the 
spread on the bread? No, no. That sounds Like fish. Oh my God. It was the most delicious thing. 
And I was actually watching, I've been watching Stanley Tucci, searching for Italy in preparation 
for my Italy trip coming up. And he just goes around and eats all this amazing food in these 
different regions.

00:40:50 And in Northern Italy, they have like, that's where it originated from. They have 
the salted Cod. So I'm hoping I can find it in Southern Italy or if not, I'm just going to make a trip 
to Venice just to go eat that salt pot again. Cause it was the most delicious freaking thing I've 
ever eaten. You just get a whole bunch of Cod.

00:41:05 You could go fishing, get some Cod and Won't be, I should have put it, Put it in a 
blender, squish it up, Sprinkle Some salt on it. Call it a Day.<inaudible> all right. All right. What's 
going to be a five-hour podcast. We got to understand the Zealand New Zealand. Oh, I've got to 
say so, you know,

00:41:29 we went over there and we had planned, I had planned, my family was flying 
over at the end and then we were gonna do like two weeks of traveling around and we're like, 
ah, you know, we love animals. And we're like, all right, we'll do Australia. So like I was thinking 
New Zealand, what would it be good for the kids?

00:41:43 So it would be like a great trip for me and Brentwood. It'd be like driving around 
and seeing epic scenery, but like not a ton for the kids to do too. And I was so wrong. You 
Wrong, baby? I love New Zealand. So freaking much. I love Australia to Charlotte. It has nothing 
that will kill you. And Australia has everything that will kill you.

00:42:05 NA has more things that might kill me than Charlotte's backyard. Charlotte 
spark yard has okay. Name all the things that will kill you, Charlotte and your backyard. I know 
it's not much of it. I'm still alive. Like Crazy, crazy spiders. Crazy spot is we've got some snakes, 
but like, yeah. I dunno. I think that whole thing is just completely overblown.

00:42:27 Yeah. It's just, it's just put out there to scare people away. Basically for 
ourselves. They did have in Sydney, we'd like walk down to like one of the little swimming pool 
kind of things as that, the blue ring octopus, it's like, oh yes. He's telling me it's like the size of 
your hand maybe, but it has enough phenom to kill like 27 men.

00:42:49 I'm like, what the hell is that eating? That it needs that much venom. I went to, 
when I went to Australia to D to work with Charlotte in 20, I don't know, 14 Days I went to port 
Douglas, which is like really absolutely gorgeous and like kind of blue ocean water and just 
tropical and magical. And you could not swim in the ocean.

00:43:13 So like we went to the beach and there was like hundreds of people like sitting 
on the beach, but not a soul in the water because you're not allowed to be in the water because 
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so many things will murder. Like The box jellyfish season. Yes. The box jellyfish and then like 
crocodiles as well, because it's like, I guess it was kind of brackish or whatever where we were,

00:43:30 but it was pretty wild. You had to be really careful. It's you just got to pick the 
right season basically. Yeah. Yeah. I'm On place. Oh, all right. Anyway, Zealand New Zealand was 
freaking epic. Might be one of the most beautiful places I've ever seen. Bob's Cove will forever 
live in. My memory is like that Relaxing,

00:43:55 Gorgeous spot. And we went for A swim. It was Great. It was so cold, Right? It 
was April. So it was like pretty cold. Okay. It's cold in the Loch Scotland. No, it wasn't. No, that 
was what that was like instant numbness. Can't feel your limbs colds that lock in Scotland. Craig 
and I went swimming actually and two joined us.

00:44:19 We're getting left in the hot tub and watched, she walked down while I sat in 
the hot tub. Yeah. And we even, we even roped Carolyn to coming with us as well. But that was, 
I think that was really much colder, but I will say that that in New Zealand was pretty cold and 
we spent ages in the water too. Yeah.

00:44:39 Cause We photograph Ralph in the water in bogs coast. That's right. Yeah. 
That's right. I did like a half underwater shot of Ralph in the water Hardest. And that was so, So 
Clear. That's True. And yes, Ralph is the hardest dog ever. It's funny. I joke with Craig all the 
time, Craig from photography, because I say like,

00:44:59 why did you get like the impossible, like the final boss of impossible to 
photograph dogs.<inaudible> because He's tiny and black with long curly hair and deep set, dark 
black eyes, Coal eyes. And he is a freaking darling. He's an awesome dog. I love him. But he 
Loves tiramisu. Yeah. That's right. He loves tiramisu. That is exactly right.

00:45:33 I love it. Oh my God. Those locations there were so ridiculously epic too, like 
that showed over Creek or Charlotte shot over canyon River. Yeah. Oh my God. That's really 
cool. A couple of different places we went to along that river. That was amazing. The water 
there is just out of control. It's this so clear and it's so fast in the rivers.

00:45:53 Yup. And then there's canyons with the bridges across. No. Then we went to 
like, was it Coronet peak, which was like that really epic mountain view. Remember which of 
the two mountain views that was? I think it was Coronet. Yeah. Wow. It was, yeah. That was 
something that was really, really special. And the light was so amazing up there.

00:46:12 That was definitely one of my super highlights from bark to Zealand. It was also 
awesome. That was another shooting location. That's a little village with the, by the orchard 
Cromwell. Yeah. Oh yeah. That's right. That was really cute. Yeah. My favorite though has to be 
the toboggan name. Oh my God. So if, if anybody doesn't know in the middle of our weeks at 
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the,

00:46:43 at the Barca's we have one like sort of break day where we have like super fun 
activity that we do. It's, you know, it's optional, but like we have the ability to, we kind of give 
you different options of super fun things like activities that we can do together, ATV Riding and 
like, you know, really fun things. And this one was such a unique thing.

00:47:05 Cause this was in Queenstown, New Zealand where they had like this, what do 
you call it? Tobogganing where you like ride a little cart down the side of the, It was like a bigger 
version. You guys in the U S already member, at least anyone born in the seventies, early 
eighties, the turtles that you would get to ride it, gym class in like elementary school.

00:47:25 I remember it was like that except a little bit bigger and much faster. We go 
down a mountain and it was such a right. Cause it was like Mario cart. I felt like we were all 
going down. Like we took a chair lift up and then you had your little like cart hanging off the 
bottom of the chair left. Right. And you get off and you get your card or whatever.

00:47:44 And then you get like everyone's in places like redness, shit, race down. And 
then it was such a riot. Cause people would be like going around corners and like flying off of 
their carts or whatever. And they would like roll the sounds like a hazard That was like an 
element of competitiveness like that we saw in some people for that. That was really 
interesting.

00:48:10 I mean, I was, I saw one of our, one of our photographer, like attendees, who 
was F absolute riot, who I love so much. I'll shout out to her. Amanda, Brooke. I just love her. 
We were, we were going, oh my God, I just love this woman. And we're going down the 
toboggan thing together.

00:48:29 And Craig is with us as well. And Amanda flips over and like flies off her little 
toboggan and Greg can't stand it. He can't handle it. He's absolutely racking up to the point. 
He's like in tears, she's laughing, she's cracking up and she's rolling. Just rolling off the thing. Like 
I Swear that it was Mario kart and like everybody was like a little character from Barrio carcass.

00:48:54 All I could hear the whole time was this, like,<inaudible> like this chorus of 
Craig's lap around the corner. And then they come back and it would get louder. I got my hands 
by the end of it. I was fully sitting in P Not Actually express myself, but that was one of my 
favorite like midweek activities that we've ever done that.

00:49:22 And then the, and then the wild horses and France when we remember, Oh 
yeah, that's right. I remember that Kaylee because we didn't really, that felt very unsafe. Like I, I 
feel like we didn't need to sign anything beforehand. I didn't really care about helmets. None of 
that kind of stuff. And I remember at one point we were going,
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00:49:42 I think we're like, okay, you can go a bit faster up this hill and your horse took 
off. Kaylee just took off. And like, they had to like, come after you like run after you and like pull 
the horse up for you. It was like getting off the woods. And you're just like, I just wanted the 
horse to be free.

00:50:00 It was just pulling it off. Like it was hilarious. And I'm like, Kayla get even trouble 
in coast and route. Was it Costa Rica? You're like, I'm going to try. You're trying to, I'm going to 
do the fancy thing where we run into and I do that. And then I do the button, the opposite of 
the horses, but what's that called?

00:50:24 Posting Posting. I'm talking to equine lovers, horse girls, no clue what I'm doing. 
I'm going to do it. Like watch me go. And then I take off on the horse and I did get in trouble. I 
will tell you this. I will tell you that the Costa Rica one, Charlotte was the most And we've ever 
done any release. We could have possibly had an,

00:50:51 our Barca retreat. A workshop agreement could possibly relieve us from the 
liability, even though we were in another country. And even though we signed nothing before 
the horse riding slash very dangerous whitewater body surfing down a river. Yes. It was like so 
dangerous. And so unregulated and the kid who was like dry, like 15, 16 years old, like riding 
guiding us around.

00:51:17 And he's like, you want to jump in this whitewater river with no Swinney's It's 
like decent swimmers. Like, yeah. All right. I've got something for you. This is about the regular 
tour. Yeah. He was like, you guys see cool. You can jump on this whitewater river. And of course 
we did. We're like, yes, we're going to do it.

00:51:35 So like 90% of us did, there were like three people that were like, no way they 
have used their head. And they're like, maybe I'll just stay on the side while you guys drown and 
pass away. It was totally worth it. And that water was just beautiful. Like it expect this mountain 
stream. It was like super clear and really fast you'd expect it to be freezing,

00:51:53 but it wasn't. It was amazing. I know that was, that was definitely one of my 
favorite rumors too. That was such a special special day. Oh my gosh. A Lot of really magical 
stuff. I know we didn't even talk about Scotland. The most recent with our little baby lambs 
right behind the house, they were just the cutest little baby lamb And fun fact.

00:52:12 The lambs would violently feed on Punched that way in there. Didn't they? It 
would run across the field, like in a fit of joy towards the moms, towards the mom, I guess, 
utter is that what you call it? And it would smash So hard, But the boob, for lack of a better 
term, really headbutted, bam, bam,

00:52:35 bam, bam, bam. And like three or four of them at once. This mom's just like 
trying to stand up and then they like smash it super hard. And I guess they get the milk flow in 
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that way. And then, you know, and their little tails go wild, like little worldly gigs and they get 
the milk and it was the cutest thing ever.

00:52:51 But also I was like, parenting is hard. Brutal. Can't imagine I was told by one of 
our tour guides, we went ATV and midweek one of the weeks. And he told me that when, when 
we're not a lamb, a sheep, right. Yeah. Oh yeah. Because when it's an adult, it's a sheep and 
lamb. It's a baby.

00:53:11 Yes. Second grade, second grade levels over here that when the mom has 
triplets, which I guess like pretty common with, with sheep to have triplets when she has 
triplets, she abandons one. Cause you can't take care of more than two at once. So there's a lot 
of like lamb orphans. So I got to go squish and cuddle. Lots of lamp orphans that were being 
taken care of.

00:53:34 Yeah. Yeah. That was the best surprise of that activity. It was like, well, we get 
to cuddle with the baby lambs. And they were like in my lap and just like, oh, And you're going 
to try to eat my shirt and my pants and my socks. Okay. Oh, I love it. Yeah. It's, it's funny.

00:53:56 Just the difference in just photographic atmosphere of all the different places 
we've been from like brilliant sunshine to the hazy Costa Rica to like all the seasons and 45 
minutes in Scotland to, you know, it was, it was just crazy, but oh man, it was epically beautiful. 
And a lot of it like Glencoe really reminded me a lot in New Zealand with the,

00:54:23 just the mountains and that Definitely, I think it's a glaze, it's the same type of 
landscape. It's like those glacial valleys. Yeah. And the, like the locks and stuff. And just these 
epic mountains with like the really smooth curb sides on them. It just kind of go up Mountains. 
Right. There were no, They were like, yeah,

00:54:43 they were really cool. And just the weather just changed in an instant. And we 
got all sorts of rainbows and I never seen so many rainbows my entire life I'd be like emergency. 
It's a rainbow. It's a third one. Like serious. Somebody like the 11th one that I saw it in one day. 
I was like, I guess it's not an emergency anymore.

00:55:05 Oh yeah. Oh man. Pretty special in the, yeah, the cows and oh, just all the 
things. It was great. But as far as like the photography went there, I found it really like really 
challenging, but also super inspiring to push my boundaries on like what type of weather am I 
shooting in? And like, how do I deal with all this changing light all the time and how do I make 
something really super epic that I'm still crazy proud of?

00:55:33 Like in the hail and rain Because there's oh no. I was just going to say that 
Glencoe day for the first week. And we even had a passing shower the second week, but it 
wasn't anything like that first week was proper rain store, almost tail. It did not stop the hot the 
whole time. I think he left an hour. And then I think that was the only one where legitimately all 
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of our models showed up and were like,

00:56:01 oh, they all just drove two hours. Like, I guess we're doing this. Everyone got 
out of the car and everyone did it. And all the models did it. Like everyone was just such 
troopers for that. Oh, the dogs were soaked. We were soaked. The models were soaked. Like, 
And then we had an hour drive back in the car,

00:56:20 like soaked, You know what? I took my pants for the draft. I was so cold. Okay. 
So my stupid quote, unquote, I'm doing air quotes here for anyone who can't see a podcast 
waterproof pants that I got on Amazon. Right. Of course we're supposed to keep my leggings 
underneath dry. Forget it. That it's false advertising. I was telling you mine,

00:56:44 mine stayed really dry. Oh man. Yeah. Give me a little bit because listen to me 
right now. That is the brand that I have, but maybe I have the crappy discount ones. I don't 
know. I got mine before I went to Iceland when someone was like, you need waterproof pants 
and windproof pants. Like they need to be Winterport.

00:57:01 Well they're so they're, Gore-Tex, they're waterproof and windproof, and, And I 
didn't have water for her parents alcohol that day. And I was soaked through to my undies in 
probably about 15 minutes. It was very unpleasant. So I'm car with only Sam and Lynn Lynn 
McGregor from, from Scotland who was in week one. And I said, okay.

00:57:24 I was so cold on the way home. And I knew we had an hour and I was so to the 
bone and I go, all right, here's the thing. I know Sam doesn't care. Right? Lee, excuse me, Lynn, 
would you mind if we take, you know, that's new doing a terrible Scottish accent has the most 
beautiful Scottish accent on earth,

00:57:45 but she, it was so cool and so chill. And she was like, no, it's totally fine. Yeah, 
go for it. Definitely take your pants off. I took off my leggings. I Was wearing my hiking boots 
and my underwear Not usually happened at extreme situation. We're going to attract a whole 
different crowd now, But I'm like, listen,

00:58:13 it's no different than a bathing suit. And I was sitting with her in the jacuzzi, like 
the night before, so who cares? Right. So as long as she was comfortable, I was cool. And I felt 
so much better. As soon as I peeled off all of those freezing cold, disgusting layers, because it 
was, I was like,

00:58:27 I'm going to get really sick if I sit here in like really ice cold stuff for this long. So 
yeah. Full taking off my pants at any future, Especially Spain is really like no rain. So you should 
not get soaked unless you fall in the pool or something. There you go. And then you can go 
change. So No guarantees for pants,

00:58:45 less Kayla Greer, Weirdos that are out there like now coming. I'm not making 
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any promises. Oh man. Oh, all right. So in an effort of brevity that we've already totally blown 
past It's okay. I do want to touch on, you know, because things have changed so much since 
2016, when we first started, when we first started this,

00:59:12 we had built these out as like, basically like a workshop you come to and you 
learn all the things about running a and photographing dogs. And my God, we had so much 
content crammed in five. Cause even that first one, we didn't do the half-day break. It was five 
full days of classroom. And we're like, oh, that's a lot.

00:59:36 And you know, since then, you know, Charlotte has unleashed education, we've 
got the hair of the dog academy. Like we have these places where people can learn the business 
stuff. People can learn the basic craft stuff, but at the same time, we're like, well, we want to 
make sure if somebody hasn't been in our world that like,

00:59:54 everyone's starting at this baseline. So we've really super excited for this next 
round. We kind of tested it out a little bit at Parkland are aware. We have made it a little bit 
more work, Sheldon. Well, a lot more workshop and a lot less like the classroom content 
theory, I guess. Yeah. But we didn't want to just be like,

01:00:19 oh, good luck. I hope you got the theory somewhere. So starting for Barcelona, 
we are going to take those theory classes and kind of create, create our online, doing what we 
do best like an online, exclusive Barca classroom thing that people can get caught up on. So if 
they, you know, haven't been through our academy or unleash,

01:00:44 or like, they haven't seen like, you know, they're fresher on light and like 
session tips, like how to work with these dogs settings, like all these different things. It's going 
to be exclusive Barca content that they can watch before they get there. So then when we get 
there, we can be all hands on deck shooting, editing, like interactive,

01:01:04 like let's really dig into the nitty gritty. So excited. Yes. I Love it. Wait, pause for 
dramatic effect. That was hard for me to pause. Any moment of silence is very Silence. Every 
second has to be filled. Yes, exactly. No, this is, this is amazing. This is super exciting because w 
we really want people to get the most out of it,

01:01:36 to like really be able to leave this week of, you know, this like kinship and 
comradery, where you're with your people and you're feeling so inspired when you leave and 
actually have this like, incredible thorough toolbox to then go home and, and change your life 
and change your world. Because, you know, w we found in the past and, and don't get me 
wrong.

01:01:57 I loved having that, like mega crazy amount of super, like, in your face, like kind 
of classroom content, but finding that like really it's it's, especially that like the hands-on on 
location stuff that really sticks with people that really helps people improve their craft. And 
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then not only that, but it's the really, you know, shooting together, working together hands-on,

01:02:17 but then afterwards we're reviewing together As a God. That's been the biggest, 
the biggest feedback when we started adding the image reviews, which we did for hound vision, 
then we brought it into the barcodes. Like everyone loves to just, just see, like, everyone 
submits their best image from the night. And so you get to see how 15 different people shot 
and saw the same location.

01:02:40 And it is eye opening. Yeah. It's really hard pricing. Sometimes it's so surprising 
because an image will pop up and you'll be like, oh, who took that? I mean, just, you have no 
idea. And then they pop up and You're like, And you'd be like, where even was that, you know? 
Cause you'd be like,

01:02:59 I was at the same spot as you, I didn't even see that log or that rock or that like 
that short. Yeah. You might've saw it like used to like, oh, I know where that is. I did not see that 
Remarkable. It's a really special thing to kind of see through the eyes of all these different artists 
in the same room.

01:03:15 And I feel like that even for me, has been like a massive growth growing point 
and like learning point of, of really opening my eyes to all the different possibilities in a 
particular location. And like I said, the way that different artists see a scene can be really 
inspiring and really helped me going forward, going like, oh, you know what?

01:03:32 Like, I'm thinking back to this, you know, this location that I was at at, at Barclay 
under, and I saw how XYZ, you know, shot this the scene. And wow, I should really think about 
like, like changing my perspective and looking at a scene from this level or whatever this 
perspective, Nick, next time I'm on a shoot.

01:03:50 So I really learned a lot myself at these and from, from the photographers who, 
who attend these things and from you guys, so it's hugely valuable. So we, we wanted to put a 
lot more focus on the real once in a lifetime, any type of stuff that you can't necessarily get, just 
like from a class online, it's like, let's get together in person and like really be creative together 
and work through our processes together live.

01:04:17 Whereas, you know, a class that's a little bit more like theory of photography or 
maybe composition or things like that. Yeah. Sometimes too. So yeah, making it a bit more of a 
personal experience. One of the things that I really love is when people are out shooting and 
they have this vision in their mind, this thing that they want to create when they're shooting 
and then they go to edit the images and they sit down and they look through all their images 
and they're like,

01:04:41 oh, I didn't get it. I didn't get what I wanted. And I love coming in and saying, 
well, no, you did get what you wanted. You just have to do this to the image to make it like, 
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fulfill that vision that you had and sitting with them and actually crafting it with them and going 
through lots of different editing techniques and actually making it into like fulfilling their vision 
that they had.

01:04:59 And then presenting that at the image review and just blowing everyone away 
with it like that. I think there was so many light bulb moments within that process. It's like a 
complete process, you know, start to finish shooting, to edit, edit with the shooting in mind. So 
yeah, I think that worked really well. Yeah. The, we have on the website,

01:05:19 pet photography, retreats.com, you guys can see our schedule and what 
Charlotte's kind of referring to, which we're taking suggestions for names right now. It's group 
focus, work. It does not move in to like cover what that is. What did apple Personal projects? 
Projects. Yeah. Okay. That's not loud. That's fine too. So we need like a Barca Barca break Barca.

01:05:51 I'm workshopping this, you know who I'm going to ask my mom. Yes, definitely. 
OSCA she just come out with it straight away and it'll be perfect. It's her simple, simple brain. 
Yeah. Kaylee explain like what we took this inspiration from, which is the personal project time 
from apple. And we're like, oh my God, this is what we need to add into the week to like really 
just help people exactly where they are and get like the biggest transformation and help find 
those light bulb moments and,

01:06:22 and, you know, just see what they're working on. And, Yeah, sorry. So I was 
going to say like, it basically closes the circle. Like it basically does the whole process from start 
to finish. And that was, I think the gap, and this is, this is filling the gap. This is actually that, you 
know,

01:06:44 the creative and really important part of the creative process with people. Yeah. 
I totally agree. Yeah. Sam and I used to work my fancy Sam and I both used to work for apple 
before we started on this whole wild dog photography adventure. And there was Sam was what 
the, what they call a creative, which was a, a certain role at apple,

01:07:03 which is basically like a fancy word for a teacher. Essentially. He was like 
instructing people on how to use different pieces of software that apple makes. And there was 
one sort of session that they held every day called personal projects, which is basically you sit 
around a computer, sorry, you sit around the table and everybody's got their own things that 
they're working on,

01:07:22 like on their computer. And, you know, some people might be, you know, 
editing a photo or making a movie or China, you know, figure out how to do a podcast or 
whatever. And They're learning how to open email. My mom. They're like, how do I knock in? 
What Exactly do you mean password patch? So basically the instructor would go around the 
table and,
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01:07:52 and check in with everybody and help them with little, you know, parts of, of 
their creative process or whatever they were working on. And it was a huge hit at apple. So we 
kind of took a little bit of inspiration from that and how successful that, that was for apple and 
said, you know what, we should really do this at the bark is like,

01:08:06 let's let people bring up their images and really pull up their shoots and unload 
their memory cards, like real time. And let's like help them. And, you know, because there are, 
you know, three instructors and then also, you know, Sam is there to help as well. There's at 
least four of us kind of walking around, checking in with,

01:08:23 with everybody, just making sure, you know, you're, you're, you know, if you 
need help with, oh, you're trying to make a selection and you have to, you need help with the 
refine edge tool because you're trying to select a dog with long hair or something like that. 
We're helping you with these little steps Or even just you're like,

01:08:37 I, I don't know what to do with this. Like help, you know, from the beginning, I 
know I sat down and did some pricing and marketing stuff with people, which is, you know, my 
big zone of genius. So it was, it was awesome. Loved it. Yeah. And I think like, one-on-one 
attention probably like what,

01:08:52 like what could we consider, like website reviews, maybe like someone has, 
Hey, I want you to take a look at my, you know, Absolutely. Yeah. I did that for Carol. I looked 
over Carol's website for her. I love it. Yeah, exactly. Like we're just more, one-on-one kind of 
personalized experience with each instructor. So we're,

01:09:10 we're gonna, we're kind of, what's the word where we're growing a little bit 
with this whole experience and changing it up slightly on how we're going to offer, you know, 
the curriculum, I guess, if you want to sort of part of things which I'm really excited about, I 
think we're bringing it into the future. That's right. That's right.

01:09:26 Yeah. Cause we have so many people too that, you know, come and love the 
experience and come back for future ones. So we're like, I don't want to make you sit through 
the same content that you saw before, but there's new people that were like, oh man, but this 
is important for you to know. So super excited about being able to kind of bring these together 
so that if you're new to the Barca brand,

01:09:51 that, you know, we have all this, this kind of prerequisite stuff that you can go 
through and make sure you're like, oh man, yeah, I'm on this page on the same page. So we're 
all coming in on this baseline and then can just like support you wherever you are. Oh. So 
rewarding. And can I, can I just ask,

01:10:09 like, would you be able to list out, like, what will you learn? Like I say, say this 
would be somebody brand new to a Barca, say, say like a week one, you know, someone 
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coming in for the first time having this first amazing Barca experience, like what could they 
expect to learn? Well, I think we need to finalize what we were talking session tips,

01:10:27 working with natural light, like settings, like the best settings for pet 
photography, lens choices, things like that. Like a pricing basics, business basics, like really just 
like the 1 0 1 type stuff for all the different pieces that are just so critical for creating the images 
and starting your business. I love it so much. Completely invaluable. Hands-on actual shooting 
time with all of us.

01:10:58 Maybe arguably the most fun part. Yeah. That, and that's a Bogen and Domingo 
like Mario<inaudible>. Yeah. We need to figure out what activities we're going to do in Spain. 
Because again, like I said, we did five days of classroom Activities last time. Yeah. We did five 
days of classroom. And I think we only had like a two night break in between,

01:11:22 which I mean, we all love teaching these, but to be totally on 27, 24, 7 for five 
days, and then turn around, like after barely catching up on your sleep. And it's like, wow. Yeah. 
So we didn't have time to like explore much of anything. So we have to figure out what we're 
going to do. I know, I hope this time for a midweek break,

01:11:45 maybe we can go the grad Amelia. Oh my God. That's the most beautiful 
building ever. Yeah. That was pretty remarkable. How fun would it be to go with like the, you 
know, the attendees, like the photographers to go and Go to The strata Familia and then go get 
like dinner. Yeah. It could be amazing. I mean,

01:12:01 we're going to have to look into what the different options are, but you can 
expect some sort of epic fund like that. I Think. No, that would be super fun. That was the only 
one of the few buildings that me heartless Nicole. I mean, I'm comparing myself with Hayley. 
Who's cried. Like they'll love and rainbows. It takes a lot,

01:12:19 takes a lot to get me past over the edge, but Sagrada Familia did it. I walked in 
there. I was like, So my gosh, I must be massively heartless. Then Charlotte, you didn't cry Too 
many people in there. Can't show can't show emotion. Not saying that by myself. Maybe, 
maybe if I was saving myself, but those too many people,

01:12:46 but yeah, it was, it was epic. It was amazing. And there, it's not just that there's 
so much other amazing architecture in and around bustling as well, and really awesome places 
to eat and yeah, just hang out. So we definitely need to do an excursion. Got an option. Yeah, 
for sure. We'll have to find something for this role seekers as well.

01:13:06 We'll see if we can find something like maybe, maybe not like tobogganing ATV 
kind of fun, but yeah, we can come up with, We'll take a boat over to Baeza and we go to a 
rave. Hey, there we go. That sounds good to me. And I'm like eight in the morning, like, okay, 
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I'm ready for my day.

01:13:30 All Night. Our target market. Right? Well, Charlotte, I are the ones who are like 
man, but Charlotte and I are the morning help. And Kaylee is like the nighttime, the night to 
night time companies. Usually I roll up to breakfast with 10 minutes to spare, grab a 10 minutes. 
I would say like, sometimes you're on time to breakfast.

01:14:01 No, I meant 10 minutes left in the breakfast hour. Like, Oh, Zero minutes late. 
Or like 55 minutes late to breakfast. And then I'd have five minutes to go home downstairs. I 
think it's usually like that. Or breakfast is cleaned up and Sanford, the chefs saved you a plate 
Usually late while I'm getting ready. Like Sam will just bring it to my room because I just can't.

01:14:26 I hate the mornings guys, by the way, At least we are Nichole, at least we're into 
the mornings. We usually up at night at night after dinner and I've got food in my belly. I'm just 
like, okay, that's it. I'm done. Yeah. So, so I can go back and forth a little so I can like hang out at 
night,

01:14:49 like, oh, it's hot Chubb. I can stay up until 11. Yeah. It says a hot tub. You're 
definitely into evenings. Yeah. I will say Charlotte, did you go in the hot tub in Scotland? I didn't, 
I didn't, I don't know why. I just, I've got a hot tub at home for the cold therapy rather than the 
spa therapy that works for me.

01:15:13 Australians. Yeah. Nutty. All right. We should probably wrap this up. Thanks 
guys. For coming along on our adventure and letting us reminisce all the fun times and all of 
our, a Barca alumni, hopefully you guys got to reminisce along with us as we went. Yeah. And 
yeah. And we do have a few spots left for Barcelona October.

01:15:38 Oh my gosh. I should have looked up the dates before. Here we go. I got It. I 
have no idea when it is either. I got It. I got it. Fifth through ninth and October 14th through 
18th. We still have a couple on each spot, each side and yeah. Private room or shared room 
because this house is so massive that we're not really limited on either.

01:16:00 So yeah. Whichever room preference she wants just to do That. They have now 
like renovated more rooms and created more rooms in this And just mentioned really quickly. 
Yeah. There was when we were there last time Jane, the owner was taking us around the 
property and there was a section in the back of the property that was just like straight up Key 
section.

01:16:22 Yeah. Most of the house was when she bought it was like straight up ruins other 
than I think the main house like, cause the dining room is the, like the buffet and the dining 
rooms. Like the legitimate used to be the barn. It's the animal feeding trough, Coolest Thing 
ever. I mean, there's not actually grain and hay on it anymore.
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01:16:46 It's been lectured in clean, but it's so cool. It's so cool. So yeah. So she had like 
this back part of the house. That was, it was rebel. It's a pile of rubble pretty much. And there 
was lots of random stuff in there too. There was all this brand new furniture and farm 
equipment and stuff. It was spooky.

01:17:05 We went exploring in there, but now that's all he turned into the most 
beautiful, pristine, like gorgeous luxurious bedrooms. Yeah. I have new gorgeous all on suite 
and looks beautiful. I mean, this is a house when we go and we're like, where at Twitter am I 
going to stand? I'm like, I don't know. Can I move every night?

01:17:23 Because they're all We want to experience it all. Yes. That's a lot of work 
though. Sam will perf full forbid Kaylee for moving. That's when I pick a room and then I want to 
change it for the second week so I can try all the rooms. It's really bad. He just wants to settle. I 
Call him mad. Sam madman always has a mad face on No,

01:17:52 He never be mad. Never You guys come adventure with us and also learn how 
to tell dogs to sit in Spanish. Oh yes. Oh yeah. Try and learn all the commands I did and I've 
completely forgotten them. I have to learn them all over again. Was I terrible? Let's see, this is 
speak Spanish and be like nice trying to call.

01:18:17 No, no. I'll Stop trying. We'll look that up. You're an embarrassment. I think it's 
better not to even try sometimes. So I just don't. All right. Well thanks ladies for joining me on 
this little Barca throwback adventure. Thanks. You guys know we're fine. That's all the details 
are at pet photography, retreats.com. So go check it out.

01:18:46 Come and join us. October 5th through ninth, October 14th through 18th, 35 
minutes. South of Barcelona. So just flying to Barcelona. You just have to get yourself to the 
house. We can help you arrange transportation, but then once you're there, you are like a 
hundred percent taken care of every single meal. All the activities this year, we used to have like 
a meal on our own and an activity was on your own.

01:19:06 Like this year. It's like, no, let's just roll it all in. So it is seriously. One price 
includes it all. So you just have to get to the house and then we will take care of you very well. 
You will not go hungry. That's For sure. You will Be exhausted in the best way. Yeah. We're not 
going to be responsible for you actually like putting on weight while you're there because 
seriously you get so much food and desserts and stuff crazy.

01:19:33 Yes. Oh my gosh. So good. Cole Will lick the plate. So watch Oh, where the heck 
that was that we ate because I need to go back there. I know it was like in this little alley, I 
would have to like look on Google maps and try to figure out what the Alix I can remember. I 
could see the outside.

01:19:49 It was like this random little alley, because the main part of such as no cars, it's 
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just pedestrian. And it was like this little just door with like this little window. I remember that. 
And lick the plate again. I'm going to go like every day. Cause it was so good. Oh my God. Oh, all 
right. Good to see you guys.

01:20:14 Everybody. We'll talk to you next week. Bye. Thanks for listening to the hair of 
the dog podcast. This was episode number one 50. If you want to check out the show notes for 
access to any of the resources that we mentioned, simply go to 
www.hairofthedogacademy.com/ 1 5 0. Thank you for listening to this episode of hair of the 
dog podcast. If you enjoyed this show,

01:20:41 please take a minute to leave a review. And while you're there, don't forget to 
subscribe. So you don't miss our upcoming episodes. One last thing. If you are ready to dive into 
more resources, head over to our website@wwwdothairofthedogacademy.com. Thanks for 
being a part of this pet photography community.
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